Addressing the need for increased adherence to multiple sclerosis therapy: can delivery technology enhance patient motivation?
Several injectable disease-modifying drugs are available for the treatment of multiple sclerosis (MS) to control disease progression and reduce relapse frequency and severity. However, the benefits offered by treatment may be compromised by suboptimal levels of adherence to prescribed regimens. To examine what is now known about adherence to MS therapies, and to discuss how technological advances may affect adherence in the future, with reference to examples from other therapy areas. Perceived lack of efficacy and therapy-related adverse events are important factors influencing poor adherence. Comprehensive patient education and support are vital in maintaining adherence to MS therapies. Also, improvements in the tolerability, convenience of administration and patient acceptability of MS therapies may enhance adherence. This may be achieved by adjustments to drug formulation and the use of injection devices. Auto-injector devices have been shown to reduce the incidence of injection-site reactions and discomfort in patients with MS, and it is hoped that improvements in delivery technology may further enhance patient motivation to remain adherent to MS therapy in the future. The most recent advance in injection-delivery technology is the development of electronic devices, which can be adjusted for comfort and record dosing history. Few studies have directly addressed adherence to MS therapy and further clarification is required. Adjustments to drug formulation, provision of patient education and improvements to injection devices may all contribute indirectly to improved adherence in the future.